
Theme 3: Community Safety  

 

In Moray, our community is your community. Making sure that we all feel safe is a key focus 

of the Community Safety Partnership. The Community Safety Partnership promotes social 

responsibility across all age groups and will support community groups who seek to take an 

active role in improving the amenity of their areas. Community Safety Partners such as 

Community Wardens and Police Scotland work jointly to tackle antisocial behaviour in its 

many forms: where possible they do so proactively, with early intervention and prevention, 

particularly where young people are involved. For example, Operation Avon patrols are 

carried out by multi-agency staff to educate young people in the dangers of underage and 

excessive alcohol consumption and abuse of other substances.   

 

We received a lot of feedback related to topics related to community safety, from the use of 

CCTV to neighbour disputes to dog fouling.  Please take a look below to see how we are 

responding to your comments.  

 

 

You said: You have issues with ASB / Noisy Neighbours / Domestic Violence 

You said that we should get tougher on tackling anti-social behaviour (ASB) in all of 

its forms, including litter, vandalism, dog fouling, and noise. Many antisocial matters are at a 

low-level in terms of the criminal threshold and it is more appropriate that they are dealt with 

by other services such as Community Wardens rather than tie up valuable ‘blue light’ 

resources. Enforcement options are available and where and when appropriate, they are 

used.   

 

You noted noise nuisance as a key form of ASB. Noise nuisance can cause significant 

distress and often lead to further problems between neighbours. Noise complaints are dealt 

with in a number of ways between council services and the police. In each case information 

is exchanged and persistent problems may affect a resident’s tenancy.  

 

You asked for more support for domestic violence. Domestic abuse is intolerable in any form 

and many Community Safety partners play their part in tackling perpetrators and supporting 

victims. Moray Council’s service to support victims is currently provided by Moray Women’s 

Aid. For more information about Moray Women’s Aid click here, for information on Women’s 

Aid in general click here or call their Freephone, 24-hr national domestic violence helpline on 

0808 2000 247. 

 

 

You said: CCTV is key 

Let’s talk about CCTV. In Moray, CCTV is owned and maintained by Moray Council 

and operated by Police Scotland, with costs shared by these organisations. Use of CCTV in 

public spaces is commonplace across the UK and the public has come to expect its 

presence. Some of you said we should stop CCTV, and put the money spent on this 

elsewhere. Others said that reducing CCTV could be counter-productive. CCTV does act as 
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a deterrent and recent figures showed that, in Moray, approximately one-third of 

investigations into crimes/offences within areas covered by public-space CCTV utilised that 

information. Some of you said that coverage wasn’t adequate to cover everywhere. At 

present, the coverage offered by public-space CCTV is concentrated on town centres and is 

currently considered adequate for that purpose. However, we do have the ability to deploy 

CCTV in response to an increase in antisocial behaviour in any particular area. 

 

 

You said: You want to see criminals doing unpaid work. 

You said that those undertaking community service should do work for public – like 

painting sheds and fences. Individuals on unpaid work orders imposed by court do 

undertake a wide range of work in Moray – and this does include painting sheds and fences! 

Examples of the type of work we do can be found on the Moray Council website under 

Criminal Justice: click the Community Payback Order or Unpaid Work Scheme tabs on the 

left for further details.  

 

 

You said: Community service offenders should repaint parts of Cooper Park 

in Elgin so that kids can benefit. We like this idea and will investigate this. We 

also liked your idea to list publicly what community service has been done weekly 

and will look into this too.  

 

 

You said: We should utilise people serving community service for tasks 

such as cleaning streets, tidying parks and similar areas, or cleaning and 

tidying woodland paths.  

We cannot use unpaid work in situations which are likely to deprive others of 

opportunities for paid employment, which includes street cleaning as this is a responsibility 

of the council’s Environmental Health section. We do get requests for some litter-picking and 

clearing woodland paths though, which we have undertaken – even planting wildflowers! 

Work undertaken, as well as being reparative, should be of clear tangible benefit to the local 

community. If you have an idea please contact us: our details can be found here. Each 

request is dealt with on an individual basis. We respond to all requests and if we cannot do a 

project we will let you know the reason why. If you’d like to find out more, including examples 

of where we have cleared overgrown land, please see our newsletter which is published on 

a regular basis and circulated widely. You can view it online here.   

 

 

You said: Community Wardens and Youth Engagement are hot topics. 

Some of you said that you would like to see more Community Wardens, and that 

they were “very much needed.” Others felt that they didn’t see wardens in their area. The 

four Community Wardens cover the whole of Moray with approximately 45% of their work in 

Elgin, 15% Forres, 12% Buckie, 9% Lossie and 6% in Keith. The rest of Moray accounts for 

the remaining 13%. The typical complaints that the wardens deal with are dog fouling, 

neighbour disputes, litter and fly tipping, domestic noise, rowdy behaviour and abandoned 

vehicles. Community Wardens also visit schools, engage with young and old in the 

community and patrol hotspots. They regularly work together with partners to resolve issues 

occurring within our communities such as working alongside Police Scotland to deal with 

youth issues. 
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You said: We should provide better education for children on litter and 

keeping the environment clean.  

Did you know that Community Wardens engage with young people and provide input on 

social responsibility at both primary and secondary schools?  

 

 

You said: In town centres, youths cause disruption and littering, especially 

when arriving in groups to buy food and drink.  

Did you know that our Community Wardens carry out patrols at known youth 

hotspots, often working in conjunction with youth workers and police officers? Litter picks are 

often organised by schools and youth organisations, and are sometimes assisted by the 

local Community Warden. 

 

 

You said: “Stop providing dog waste bags – I do not know why they are free 
in the first place! Dog owners should buy their own. Is there any evidence 
that the provision of bags reduced dog fouling?” 
We have received many comments about free ‘poo bags’ and that this should be 

stopped. At a recent council budget setting meeting Councillors agreed to stop this service 

after current stocks expire. ‘Op Typhoon’ is our campaign against Dog Fouling. Wardens 

identify and patrol hot spot areas to prevent and deter fouling. They also erect temporary 

signage in these areas. Did you know that the signed statement of one witness is sufficient 

to allow the issue of a Fixed Penalty Notice of £80? Non-payment of a fixed penalty may 

result in court proceedings. Moray Council run the Green Dog Walker scheme for those who 

wish to promote responsible dog ownership. Details and application form can be found here.  
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